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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 
 

Why This Blog ?

Group mentality is something that gets silly, people herd together for a cause and end up ignoring the rules of their group, and the
rules of society.

Most people start off with decent intentions, but get caught up in the chaos and excitement of their movement or cause, and lose
themselves with in the group.

The defensive nature of group members is quite interesting to observe and study, when it comes to pointing out factors that undermine
their cause or their group identity.

It is as if one had killed something they loved, or as if they were personally offended by the information due to too much emotional
attachment.

Members become over confident than they would be on their own and stir up all manner of troubles for “antagonists“, and that is
where we come in, this blog is to point out the ridiculous nature of group mentality, the problems of groups, the underlying

obviousness that is invisble to members of groups.
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They would call us group antagonists,  You can call us anti cultist.

Don’t get all upset if we dont put your group in a good light, or prevent you from posting on here, remember, you
have your own little group and forum to run to for that.

This is not your groups personal chat area, it is our personal area.
Users of  forums [TZM] are constantly reminded that if they disagree they should go elsewhere and post, this is a place

they can post, especially if they have differing opinions to said forums consensus.

Also don’t be expecting debates here, this is a place to host information and ideas against movements for consideration
purposes [at present TZM & TVP].
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